
Deltex® flexible cubicles
For the comfort and the well-being 
of your cows

Made in France



The Deltex® flexible cubicle offers many 
benefits:

  Cows lie down easily and feel better

  No pressure on the ribs or on the body

 Reduces injuries and vet costs

 Reduces harmful power flow in your barn

  A flexible cubicle with the same curves 
as galvanized ones

  A cubicle with shape memory return, the 
cubicle goes back to its initial position after 
bending

Supple enough to provide a maximum of 
comfort, rigid enough to maintain the cow  

in the stall.

BENEFITS A UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY

Deltex® cubicles are the result of a unique 
technology, they are made of a double layer 

of synthetic material.

  The core gives the elasticity 
to the cubicle. 

   The outer skin gives the 
strength and the resistance. 
This makes the cubicles 
extremely safe and stable.

Core with  
a high-strength cable

Outer skin

Patent pending



By the end of 2020 Deltex® has: 

The Deltex® neck cable is highly flexible

This cable molds itself to the same shape as the 
cows’ neck, removing injuries when standing up. 
This again improves the cows’ comfort and reduces 
their stress levels.

The Deltex® neck cable 
works perfectly with 
existing steel cubicles.

SOME FIGURES  
ABOUT DELTEX® DELTEX® CÂBLE

Deltex®  neck cable

Deltex® fixation

Deltex®  cubicle

Sold more than  
36000 cubicles  
in 15 countries

Equipped  
15 agricultural high schools 

in France

Equipped  
more than  
700 barns



 

190 cm  
Adult cow 

170 cm  
Small adult 
cow or calf

150-130 cm  
Calf

Deltex® cubicles provide an unrivalled 
flexibility

Always goes back to its initial position 
thanks to the shape memory.

DELTEX® CUBICLES
AN UNRIVALLED  
FLEXIBILITY

Different sizes of cubicles:

Flexibility of 
 Deltex® cubicle 



SPEED FRANCE SAS
53 rue de chavanne

69400 Arnas – FRANCE
+33(0) 4 74 68 60 42

commercial@speed-france.fr

CONTACTS

www.speedgroupe.com
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Please  
do not hesitate  

to contact  
our sales Team 

 or our local 
distributors:


